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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Approximately 170 million inhabitants of the American continent live at risk of malaria transmission. Although the continent’s contribution to the global malaria burden is small, at least 1–1.2 million malaria cases are reported annually. Sixty percent of the malaria cases occur in Brazil and the other 40% are distributed in 20 other countries of Central and South America. \textit{Plasmodium vivax} is the predominant species (74.2%) followed by \textit{P. falciparum} (25.7%) and \textit{P. malariae} (0.1%), and no less than 10 \textit{Anopheles} species have been identified as primary or secondary malaria vectors. Rapid deforestation and agricultural practices are directly related to increases in \textit{Anopheles} species diversity and abundance, as well as in the number of malaria cases. Additionally, climate changes profoundly affect malaria transmission and are responsible for malaria epidemics in some regions of South America. Parasite drug resistance is increasing, but due to bio-geographic barriers there is extraordinary genetic differentiation of parasites with limited dispersion. Although the clinical spectrum ranges from uncomplicated to severe malaria cases, due to the generally low to middle transmission intensity, features such as severe anemia, cerebral malaria and other complications appear to be less frequent than in other endemic regions and asymptomatic infections are a common feature. Although the National Malaria Control Programs (NMCP) of different countries differ in their control activities these are all directed to reduce morbidity and mortality by using strategies like health promotion, vector control and impregnate bed nets among others. Recently, international initiatives such as the Malaria Control Program in Andean-country Border Regions (PAMAFRO) (implemented by the Andean Organization for Health (ORAS) and sponsored by The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM)) and The Amazon Network for the Surveillance of Antimalarial Drug Resistance (RAVREDA) (sponsored by the Pan American Health Organization/World Health Organization (PAHO/WHO) and several other partners), have made great investments for malaria control in the region. We describe here the current status of malaria in a non-Amazonian region comprising several countries of South and Central America participating in the Centro Latino Americano de Investigación en Malaria (CLAIM), an International Center of Excellence for Malaria Research (ICEMR) sponsored by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID).
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1. Current malaria problem in non-Amazonian regions of Latin America

1.1. Changing epidemiology of Plasmodium falciparum and Plasmodium vivax

1.1.1. General picture in the American continent

According to recent estimates, approximately 170 million people live at risk of P. vivax and P. falciparum transmission in 21 countries of Latin America (LA) and the Caribbean (Fig. 1) (Guerra et al., 2008, 2010). Approximately 60% of the malaria cases in the Americas are reported from Brazil, with an incidence almost exclusively restricted to the Amazon Region, whereas the other 40% of the cases are reported from Colombia (14.2%), Peru (8.8%), Venezuela (5.4%), Bolivia (1.9%) and Ecuador (1.1%), as well as from the Caribbean, mainly Haiti (2.8%), and some Central American countries, Guatemala (3.8%), Panama (0.4%) and Honduras (1.5%). A limited number of cases (0.3%) are also reported from Mexico (PAHO and WHO, 2007a). The contribution of LA to the global malaria burden is small, with an estimated <1% (∼3 million cases) of the total world malaria cases occurring in LA in 2007 (Hay et al., 2010).

About 90% of these malaria cases originate in the Amazon basin shared by Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guiana, Guyana, Peru, Suriname and Venezuela (PAHO, 2006) whereas the other 10% is contributed by non-Amazon regions, mainly the Andean region (2%) and Central America (4.1%) (Fig. 1).

In terms of malaria species, 74.2% of infections are caused by P. vivax and 25.7% by P. falciparum, with an estimated mortality of 1%. Less than 0.1% of the cases reported are caused by P. malariae in scattered foci in different countries (Sina, 2002; WHO, 2009). Additionally, in some areas of the Amazon forest, parasites containing gene sequences corresponding to the simian parasite P. simiovale have been described (de Arruda et al., 1998; Kremsner et al., 1992; Qari et al., 1993; Rosenberg et al., 1989). Fig. 2 shows the evolution of malaria in the Americas in terms of parasite species predominance.

Despite the great regional efforts to control malaria and the evident success of the Global Malaria Eradication Program (GMEP) in eliminating malaria or significantly reducing its transmission in numerous areas of the continent by the 1960s (Gusmao, 1999), malaria transmission has maintained an increasing trend in recent decades, with periodical epidemic peaks in some areas likely associated with the climatic changes introduced by the warm phase of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Mantilla et al., 2009). However, there has been a significant decrease in incidence in the last five years (PAHO and WHO, 2008a).

In an effort to better understanding of the epidemiology of malaria in non Amazonian settings, four countries of the region: Colombia, Guatemala, Panama and Peru have been initially selected to conduct a study in the context of the project Centro Latinoamericano de Investigación en Malaria (CLAIM), to assess the diversity of parasite populations related to the epidemiology, vectors and clinical findings of malaria. The aim is to establish a scientific framework that supports the development of new intervention strategies for malaria elimination in these Latin American countries.

1.1.2. Malaria transmission in non-Amazonian regions

Malaria in non-Amazonian regions of LA is found mainly along the coastal regions and lowland Andean valleys as well as in meso-America, from Mexico to Panama (PAHO and WHO, 2008a). We describe here the current status of malaria in four countries of South and Central America participating in the CLAIM.

---

Fig. 1. Distribution of Plasmodium vivax (a) and P. falciparum malaria (b) in the study areas of CLAIM and neighboring countries. Risk is stratified according to API into stable transmission (dark grey areas; API ≥ 0.1 per 1000 per annum), unstable transmission (medium grey areas; API < 0.1 per 1000 per annum) and malaria free (light grey areas; API = 0) (Guerra et al., 2008, 2010).

Guatemala has an estimated population of 14.4 million inhabitants and an area of 109,117 km²; 80% of its territory is considered to support malaria transmission. In 2008, a total of 7,198 malaria cases were reported, caused almost exclusively by *P. vivax* with less than 1% caused by *P. falciparum*. The annual parasite incidence (API) in 2008 for *P. vivax* was 23/1,000 person-years (p-y) and the API for *P. falciparum* was 0.9/1,000 p-y. Malaria is mainly transmitted in rural areas at altitudes <1,500 m and there is year-round transmission with a peak during the long rainy season. However, in areas such as Quiché, Petén, Alta Verapaz and Fray Bartolomé there are two peaks of higher transmission. Three important malaria transmission foci have been identified. One persists along the Pacific coast (Escuintla, Suchitepéquez, San Marcos and Quetzaltenango) due to human migration associated with agricultural activities that contribute to the proliferation of mosquito breeding grounds. There is a second focus in Baja Verapaz, located in the middle east of Guatemala and a third in the northern departments of Petén, Izabal and Alta Verapaz. In 2010, 21.47% of malaria cases (n = 1,546) were from Alta Verapaz. In the last two years malaria transmission has been reduced by about 95% in the most endemic areas using a combination of rapid diagnosis, prompt treatment, and the distribution and use of insecticide impregnated bed nets (Sanchez, 2010).

Panama has an estimated population of 3.4 million inhabitants and an area of 77,381 km². Malaria transmission is currently occurring in the provinces of Chiriquí and Bocas del Toro on the Panamanian border with Costa Rica, where *P. vivax* is the most prevalent parasite species. The province of Darien on the border with Colombia, East Panama, specifically the Chepo area and Comarca Kuna Yala, is also *P. vivax* malaria endemic with some peaks of *P. falciparum* during the year. However, according to 2006 WHO reports Darien reported 193 malaria cases, being the third leading province in the country with the majority of cases due to *P. falciparum* in this year. Chloroquine resistance has been reported, with cases likely coming from Colombia (Samudio et al., 2005). After more than three decades of control, malaria reemerged as a major public health problem and an epidemic peak (5,095 malaria cases: 82.7% *P. vivax* and 17.3% *P. falciparum*) was observed in 2004. However, the overall number of malaria cases has dropped with 744 cases reported in 2008 and mainly due to *P. vivax* (95%) (PAHO and WHO, 2008a). Chepo and the Comarca Kuna Yala, on the border with Colombia have been selected as field sites for CLAIM activities.

Colombia has a population of 45 million and an area of 1.15 million km² with approximately 60% of the latter suitable for malaria transmission. However, 80% of the malaria transmission is concentrated in five of the 32 states of the country: Antioquia, Cauca, Chocó, Cordoba and Valle. Between 2003 and 2007, the average annual number of malaria cases reported was close to 120,000 (INS, 2008; WHO, 2008) representing an annual incidence of 2.6/1,000 p-y with a predominance of *P. vivax* cases (80%) (INS, 2008). The Pacific coastal region, representing only about 5% of the whole country population, accounts for about 30% of the total malaria cases, most of them (80%) produced by *P. falciparum*. The population of this region is composed mainly of Afro-descendants with a high prevalence of Duffy negative (Fy-), blood group, and this Fy- *P. vivax* refractory population could as in the case of Haiti, bias the prevalence towards *P. falciparum*. 

Other countries in the region that are currently envisaged as potential participants of CLAIM include Honduras, Ecuador, Haiti, and Dominican Republic. Brief summaries of the malaria situation in these countries are presented as follows:

In Honduras, with an area of 112,492 km² and 8,202,681 inhabitants, a total of 8,225 malaria cases were reported in 2008, with >90% of them caused by *P. vivax* (PAHO and WHO, 2008a). Malaria transmission is mainly due to population movements particularly to the Department of Gracias a Dios, an area ecologically favorable for *An. albimanus* breeding.

Ecuador has an estimated population of 14 million inhabitants living in an area of 283,561 km². In 2009, about 5,000 malaria cases were reported in the country, with >90% caused by *P. vivax* (SNEM, personal communication April 2009). An almost equal number of malaria cases were reported from Coastal (48%) and Amazonian provinces (45%). Lowland endemic areas of some Andean provinces contribute with the difference.

In 2009, Haiti and Dominican Republic together reported 38,614 malaria cases. *P. falciparum* is the predominant species (>90%).

### 1.2. Transmission by vector populations

#### 1.2.1. Malaria vectors in LA

In LA, around 90 *Anopheles* species have been described and some of them, i.e., *An. darlingi*, *An. nuneztovari*, *An. pseudopunctatennis*, *An. albimanus* and *An. aqauasalis* are considered malaria vectors of regional-scale importance (Herrera et al., 1987; Rubio-Palis and Zimmerman, 1997; Sinka et al., 2010; Zimmerman, 1992). Other species such as *An. albifascis* s.l., *An. punctimacula*, *An. vestitisennis*, *An. trinkae*, and species of subgenus Kerteszia such as *An. neivai* s.l., *An. bellator* and *An. cruzii* s.l. are considered secondary vectors (Hayes et al., 1987; Rubio-Palis and Zimmerman, 1997; Zimmerman, 1992). However, some other, widely distributed in the region, have been incriminated as local malaria vectors or found positive for the presence of either *P. falciparum* or *P. vivax* circumsporozoite protein, and their role in malaria transmission is still unknown. Such is the case *An. oswaldoi* (Hayes et al., 1987), *An. rangeli*, *An. oswaldoi* B (Quinones et al., 2006; Ruiz et al., 2005), *An. benarrochi* (Flores-Mendoza et al., 2004), *An. neomaculipalpis* (Herrera et al., 1987; Moreno et al., 2005), *An. marajoara* (Conn et al., 2002), *An. triannulatus* (de Arruda et al., 1986).

In LA, the presence of species complexes (Harbach, 2004; Silva-Do-Navimento et al., 2006) and lack of information on vector competence, particularly for species from the non-Amazon region, are the major obstacles to identify the role of the different anopheles species in malaria transmission and to determine strategies for malaria control in the region (Gonzalez-Ceron et al., 2007, 1999; Vaughan et al., 1994). The diversity of anopheline mosquito fauna in LA is being addressed by the Mosquito Barcoding Initiative (MBI) as a basis for improved species recognition and associated vector incrimination studies directed towards control (Cywinska et al., 2006). CLAIM will combine MBI with integrated morphological and molecular studies, basic studies on the behavior, behavior and ecology of the different species present in the endemic region under study in order to clarify both their taxonomy and vector role status.

Fundamental relationships between the environment and *Anopheles* vector ecology and behavior are central to the design and implementation of vector control strategies (Najera and Zaim, 2003). However, in many malaria endemic areas, there are gaps in information on the distribution, behavior, species composition, and how human activity, climate change, and environmental changes impact vectors populations (PAHO and WHO, 2008a). In LA, changes in land use are directly related to increases in anopheline species diversity, increases in vector abundance, and increases in the number of malaria cases (Conn et al., 2002; Singer and de Castro, 2006; Vittor et al., 2006). Each *Anopheles* species occupies a unique
ecological niche, and operates at a different level of vector potential. Thus, information on how environmental changes affect vector abundance and species succession is vital for planning and evaluating vector control interventions (Najera and Zaini, 2003).

1.2.2. Vector control in the LA region

After extensive use of DDT during and after the GMEP, its use was banned from most of the countries around 1992. Thereafter, pyrethroids were mainly used for indoor residual spraying (IRS), but the coverage was limited to prioritized areas. With limited resources, the malaria control programs could not afford to maintain the required coverage and therefore priority was given to case detection and treatment rather than to vector control (Chareonviriyaphap et al., 1997).

Current methods for vector control in countries of the LA region are based primarily on the use of long-lasting insecticide treated nets (LLINs) and indoor residual spraying (IRS). In contrast to many African countries where LLINs have been tested extensively (Beach et al., 1993; Hawley et al., 2003; Lindsay et al., 1993; Magesa et al., 1991; Quinones et al., 1998; Robert and Carnavale, 1991; Thomson et al., 1995) comparatively less information exists in the LA region, although extensive distribution of LLINs has been promoted in the region with support from international organizations during the past 10 years. Little information is available on the impact that treated nets have had on suppressing malaria vector populations, reducing levels of malaria parasite transmission, and reducing malaria incidence and malaria-related morbidity and mortality in LA.

One of the major threats for malaria vector control is the development of insecticide resistance. In LA, An. albimanus has shown variable levels of insecticide resistance along its distribution range (Brogdon et al., 1999; Dzul et al., 2007; Feachem et al., 2009). In addition, in recent years, insecticide resistance by An. darlingi (Fonseca-Gonzalez et al., 2009b) and An. nuneztovari (Fonseca-Gonzalez et al., 2009a) has also been reported, which stresses the necessity to develop local and systematic evaluation.

Integrated vector management (IVM) has been slowly introduced for malaria control in LA (Feachem et al., 2009; PAHO, 2006) but it has been insufficiently evaluated in the region. However it is clear that when IVM strategies have been comprehensively implemented in African countries they have successfully controlled malaria transmission (Beier et al., 2008).

The countries of this IECMR network (Colombia, Guatemala, Panama, and Peru) have decentralized NMCPs that operate at the municipality level. Major problems limiting the effectiveness of vector control in these countries include: (1) a lack of fundamental baseline data on the bionomics and vector potential of dominant vector species needed to guide operational malaria vector control programs, (2) insufficient information on how changing patterns of malaria epidemiology in human populations are related to fundamental changes in vector populations and their transmission potential due to anthropogenic environmental changes, (3) a limited set of tools to control malaria vectors and uncertainties of how vector species are adapting to control measures through behavioral changes and the development of insecticide resistance, and (4) a lack of evidence-based field research and rigorous evaluation strategies to guide the development and implementation of effective and environmentally sound IVM components of NMCPs. These 4 key factors present serious obstacles that must be overcome for the countries in this IECMR region to achieve their goals of effective, sustainable malaria control and eventual elimination.

1.3. Parasite populations

There is substantial spatial and temporal heterogeneity of malaria parasite populations in relation to infections caused by each parasite, in addition to the limited information about their genetic diversity. Indeed, in LA malarial parasites exhibit strong geographic differentiation (Cornejo and Escalante, 2006; Joy et al., 2003; Tanabe et al., 2010). The Andean ridge, for instance, separates endemic areas on the Pacific Coast from those in the Amazon and Orinoco basins (Cortese et al., 2002; McCollum et al., 2007). This has resulted in the isolation of parasite populations, which may have consequences for malaria control strategies as is the case with the limited dispersion of mutations associated with antimalarial drug resistance in P. falciparum populations (Corredor et al., 2010; Cortese et al., 2002). Resistant mutations that are common in the Amazon and Orinoco basins (Bacon et al., 2009) have not been introduced to the Pacific Coast. In addition, the low transmission characteristic of this region (Hay et al., 2009) generates strong linkage disequilibrium due to inbreeding, resulting in clonal population structures (Griffing et al., 2010; McCollum et al., 2007; Urdaneta et al., 2001). The temporal and spatial stability of such clonal lineages in P. falciparum have been poorly documented and their public health consequences need to be evaluated. As an example, clonal lineages resistant to sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine and chloroquine appear to be stable in some areas even when there is no longer drug pressure (Griffing et al., 2010; McCollum et al., 2007). Little information is available on P. vivax, but it appears that its populations in Latin America harbor higher levels of genetic diversity, at least in microsatellite markers (Van den Eede et al., 2010). Despite these complexities, the consequences of the diverse P. vivax and P. falciparum population structures on the epidemiology of malaria remain poorly understood.

1.4. Clinical malaria and pathogenesis

Malaria has a broad clinical spectrum that ranges from asymptomatic to severe infections, complicated multi-systemic failure and death. The classical triad of chills, headache and high fever (39–41°C) varies according to the Plasmodium species, resulting in either the tertian (48 h: P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale) or the quartan (72 h: P. malariae) malaria cycles. P. vivax produces dormant liver forms, or hypnozoites, which can cause relapses up to several months or even years after primary infection (Anstey et al., 2009). Despite the prevailing dogma that P. vivax rarely causes severe disease, recent studies in Asia showed that 21–27% of patients with severe malaria had infections by P. vivax only, and presented an overall mortality between 0.8 and 1.6%, with infants being the most affected group (Kochar et al., 2009; Price et al., 2009). The major manifestations included severe anemia and respiratory distress particularly in populations with limited access to healthcare, high prevalence of co-morbidity and presence of parasite drug-resistance (Baird, 2009; Kochar et al., 2009; Price et al., 2009; Sarkar et al., 2010).

The clinical spectrum of malaria in LA does not appear to differ from that in other areas with low to middle transmission intensities, but there is a noticeable scarcity of reports on the clinical manifestations of malaria in this region. Although severe and complicated cases caused by P. falciparum and P. vivax species have been reported (Andrade et al., 2010b; Echeverri et al., 2003; Marcano et al., 2004), their prevalence seems to be significantly lower than in malaria endemic areas of Africa and Asia. This pattern might be explained by the better access to healthcare in LA, a generally higher socio-economic level and a relatively lower parasite multidrug resistance (MDR) (WHO, 2009). It has been observed that the occurrence of severe cases is highly influenced by MDR (Alexandre et al., 2010; Orjuela-Sanchez et al., 2009; Ramos Junior et al., 2010; Soto et al., 2001) and in some areas of LA both P. falciparum and P. vivax are still highly susceptible to chloroquine (Calzada et al., 2008). However, it is also likely that, at least in the case of P. vivax, the number of severe and complicated cases is significantly underestimated.
due to limitations in malaria diagnosis. (Alexandre et al., 2010; Andrade et al., 2010b; Lacerda et al., 2008; Siqueira et al., 2010). The increasing use of PCR diagnostic techniques has resulted in more frequent reporting of severe and complicated cases caused by P. vivax (Andrade et al., 2010a; Genton et al., 2008; Kocher et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2009).

It has been suggested that exposure to both parasite species in mixed infections also increases the severity of the disease, although some studies suggest the opposite because of the development of species cross protection (Chuangchaia et al., 2010; Sutton et al., 2009; Whitehorn et al., 2010). Diagnoses of P. falciparum and P. vivax mixed infection may be difficult as the correct identification of ring forms on Giemsa-stained thick blood smears is not always possible. Epidemiological surveys in Thailand and Laos detected <1–2% mixed infections when using microscopy compared to 55–65% when PCR techniques were used (Mayxay et al., 2004). Because there is very limited evidence about the prevalence of mixed infections in the non-Amazonian regions of LA as well as on the role of both parasite species on the clinical profile and disease severity of mixed infections, CLAIM will focus efforts its assessment in the countries under study. In Colombia, between 1 and 2% of all malaria cases are reportedly caused by simultaneous P. falciparum and P. vivax infection (Cucunuba et al., 2008). In Panama, Honduras and Guatemala mixed infections appear to account for less than 1% and no mixed infections have been reported outside the Amazonian region in Peru (MINSA, 2009; PAHO and WHO, 2007b). It is likely that studies using PCR would detect higher prevalence of mixed infections. Defining the prevalence of mono versus mixed species infections is not only clinically relevant but has also significant epidemiological importance given the presence of P. falciparum chloroquine resistance in areas where P. vivax is still completely susceptibility to this antimalarial. This represents one of the most important aspects to be studied by CLAIM.

It has been demonstrated that individuals permanently exposed to malaria infection by a given species develop a degree of immunity. Although it does not provide complete protection, this immunity, or premunition, modulates the severity of the disease induced by that Plasmodium species (O’Meara et al., 2008). In highly endemic areas of Africa and Papua New Guinea (PNG), children are sufficiently exposed to malaria to develop significant clinical immunity by the age of 5 years. However, residents in endemic areas of Latin America are less exposed to infection and can develop from acute and severe disease to milder and more chronic infections at all ages; adult men are particularly at risk of suffering malaria in endemic areas of LA, due to occupational exposure in this region (Feachem et al., 2009; Shekalaghe et al., 2009).

Because of unstable transmission of both P. vivax and P. falciparum, it is difficult to assess the influence of one parasite species on further or simultaneous infections caused by the other. However, the differences in transmission intensity may explain the differences in clinical manifestations to those reported in Africa. For example, both P. vivax and P. falciparum can cause severe anemia (Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2007), but this appears to be less common in LA than in Africa and other highly endemic settings (Caicedo et al., 2010). In P. falciparum infections, severe anemia is commonly associated with other severe clinical manifestations such as cerebral malaria, hypoglycemia, metabolic acidosis and respiratory distress. This clinical picture is rarely seen in P. vivax infections (Anstey et al., 2009; Bardaji et al., 2008), where severe infections in children may be accompanied by anemia with jaundice and acute renal failure, and in some cases associated with G6PD deficiency (Alexandre et al., 2010; Ermandez et al., 2009), but seldom with cerebral malaria (Ermandez et al., 2009; Ozen et al., 2006; Valecha et al., 1992). These different clinical presentations of vivax malaria infection are strongly associated to activation of pro-inflammatory responses and cytokines imbalance (Andrade et al., 2010b).

Malnutrition and worm infections that frequently co-exist as confounding factors in the development of anemia have been poorly studied (Srimshaw et al., 1969). Paradoxically, a recent longitudinal study conducted in rural areas of the Brazilian Amazon found that intestinal helminthiasis provides protection against anemia in children infected with P. vivax (Meló et al., 2010). Further studies are required to better assess this observation. The high prevalence of anemia in Africa is partly explained by the presence of malnutrition (Ehrhardt et al., 2006). In LA there is significantly less malnutrition and therefore the role of nutritional factors and worm infections in the epidemiology and clinical outcome of malaria in this region deserves further investigation (Meló et al., 2010).

One of the most critical issues in malaria morbidity and mortality is the occurrence of infections in non-immune children and in pregnant women. Physiologically, pregnancy is associated with a certain degree of immunosuppression and therefore a higher risk of infections (Mor and Cardenas, 2010). In highly malaria endemic areas of Africa and PNG, both children and pregnant women are more susceptible to severe disease and death (Brabin et al., 1990; Kalilani et al., 2010).

In LA, particularly in some of the CLAIM countries, the incidence of malaria in pregnancy (MIP) is variable. In 2008, from the total number of malaria cases reported in Colombia and Ecuador, 2% corresponded to MIP, in Guatemala reported incidence 1%, 13% in Panama reported and no cases were reported in Peru (WHO, 2009). More than reflecting true differences in incidence of MIP these numbers might represent variations in the level or reporting between countries. A cross-sectional study in the municipality of Sifontes in Venezuela, conducted in 2005–2006, found an incidence of 27.4% of MIP associated mostly to P. vivax(78%). The most frequent clinical manifestations were fever, jaundice and severe anemia (Gomez et al., 2009). In Colombia, a recent study in 2117 pregnant women living in Uraba (Antioquia state) reported a prevalence of ~10% of gestational malaria, 2.7% of congenital malaria and 11.7% of placental malaria, predominantly produced by P. vivax (76%) (Carmona-Fonseca and Maestre, 2009). Preliminary data from a study currently being conducted in Tierralta (Cordoba state), in a series of 1,728 pregnant women, report an incidence of 3.2% of MIP (Pregvax/CRESIB personal communication). In general, there is little information on the factors associated with MIP and congenital malaria in most regions of LA with high prevalence of P. vivax infection. The MIP and its impact on neonatal health and child development in the region will be subject of further research within the framework of CLAIM.

1.5. Asymptomatic infections

As people become repeatedly infected in malaria endemic areas, a great deal of clinical immunity is achieved, and individuals may develop a quasi-normal life despite the fact that they carry malaria parasites. This common feature in highly endemic areas appears to be the manifestation of effective anti-disease immunity (Karunaweera et al., 1998). Although these asymptomatic infections have not been extensively studied in LA (Alves et al., 2002; Coura et al., 2006) there is growing evidence that sub-clinical infections are more common in the region than previously thought (Cerutti et al., 2007; Cucunuba et al., 2008; Roshanravan et al., 2003). Unfortunately, most studies designed to identify asymptomatic infections have been carried out using microscopy in cross-sectional surveys with limited information about the host's capacity to produce gametocytes. The presence of mature and functional gametocytes may represent a factor highly contributing to malaria transmission. An important question to be considered is whether asymptomatic individuals can become gametocyte carriers and how effectively can they contribute to the persistence...
of malaria transmission (Alves et al., 2005; Bousema et al., 2004; Cucunuba et al., 2008) and even more, if they could be more effective reservoirs of parasites for the mosquito vectors.

2. National Malaria Control Programs in LA

Similarly to what has occurred in other malaria endemic areas, LA has seen the widespread implementation of various malaria control strategies including the use of LLINs, IRS and artemisinin combination therapies (ACT). Such measures have decreased malaria transmission in several areas of LA (Bhattarai et al., 2007). These successes, together with a considerable increase in funds available for malaria control activities, have sparked renewed optimism for malaria elimination programs especially in areas with seasonal or unstable transmission (Feachem et al., 2009; Hotez et al., 2008; Moonen et al., 2010; Roberts, 2010). The effectiveness of available control measures supports the notion that a successful control program requires coordinated and rigorous applications. Therefore, despite the progress seen, developing more effective strategies of integrated control remains a challenge (WHO, 2008). In many regions, control programs have failed due to resistance to insecticides and antimalarial treatments, deficit of efficient diagnostic tools, poverty in endemic populations, demographic pressure, human migration, and the lack of immuno-preventive methods (WHO, 2008). The situation is worsened by poor integrated knowledge about biological, environmental, behavioral, and social factors affecting malaria transmission. Indeed, most of the malaria research has addressed the relative importance of these factors separately (Boisier et al., 2002; Mauny et al., 2004; Peterson et al., 2009; Trung et al., 2005). Such approaches do not offer appropriate information to design and implement integrated control programs (Peterson et al., 2009). Efforts for developing integrated approaches are hampered by factors such as differences in the local epidemiology and health-seeking behavior of the affected populations, differences in vector biology, and the uneven economical development that affects the quality of health services. The situation in LA is even more complex if we consider the predominance of P. vivax in the region (WHO, 2009). Although the prevalence of P. falciparum infection is lower in these P. vivax endemic regions (Guerra et al., 2008, 2010; Gusmao, 1999; Singh et al., 2006) the communities are permanently exposed to both parasites species with an unknown number of mixed infections in which the two malaria parasites interact influencing disease outcome (Bruce et al., 2000; Genton et al., 2008; Snoounou and White, 2004). Whether falciparum–vivax mixed infections are clinically important in the region requires further investigation, as in certain areas of LA where P. falciparum and P. vivax transmission appears to be temporally and/or spatially decoupled (Chowell et al., 2009). In general, regardless of the great regional importance of P. vivax, there is still limited epidemiologic and operational information aimed at assessing the disease burden for this species.

At the operational level, there are other interactions derived from the use of particular control measures. For example, there has been hypothesized that the frequency of mutations associated with chloroquine resistance in P. falciparum could be affected by the availability and use of this drug to treat P. vivax (Alexandre et al., 2010; Bacon et al., 2009; Huang et al., 1988). Thus, understanding how these two species interact in terms of clinical outcomes and effectiveness of control interventions is of great importance for NMCPs.

A key element for malaria control and elimination is reliable measures of malaria transmission intensity which is a crucial determinant of the burden of malaria disease (Greenwood, 2008; Reyburn et al., 2005; Hay et al., 2009, 2010). Malaria transmission in LA is notably heterogeneous and different control measures may be better suited to different transmission intensities or ecological conditions. Even though parasite rate (PR) estimates, through microscopy or RDTs, are a quick method for assessing transmission intensity, these estimates are significantly influenced by sensitivity of the tests, antimalarial drug use and the timing of sample collection in areas of seasonal or unstable transmission. Moreover, despite the straightforward use of RDTs, these are yet to be adopted by most NMCPs in LA. Although, in most of the cases antimalarial treatment is given once malaria is diagnosed, the accurate estimation of transmission is further challenged because the control programs in LA usually rely on passive surveillance of clinical cases ignoring asymptomatic infections that may highly contribute to maintaining malaria transmission.

LA presents a complex scenario regarding malaria vectors due mainly to the variability in anopheline species, and the lack of studies on their role in malaria transmission. Basic knowledge at the local level is essential for an approximation of which vector control strategies are required and the frequency of application. Vectors in LA do not have a high degree of late biting and indoor resting as compared to that in Africa. Furthermore, the type of housing differs. Therefore, to achieve a significant reduction in malaria transmission, IRS and even LLINs may need to be complemented with other strategies, which should be evidence-based; for example breeding site control has been used and promoted with some success in Central America (Grieco et al., 2005). Vector surveillance needs to include at the least: Anopheles species determination, biting and resting behavior, responses to insecticides in terms of level of resistance and avoidance behavior, and determination of the impact of control strategies on the malaria vector populations. Measures such as the entomological inoculation rate (EIR) provide guidance for assessing the intensity of transmission, and can be used to evaluate control strategies. However, few attempts have been made to estimate EIR in LA, mainly due to the low sporozoite rates prevailing.

3. External resources for malaria control

During the last year multilateral initiatives such as the GFATM awarded grants to 11 countries including a multi-country program for malaria control on Andean-country border areas (PAMAFRO). This community based approach has covered 23 Border States of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela (719 municipalities and more than 6,000 communities) with the goal of decreasing malaria incidence, as measured by the API, by 50% and overall mortality by 70%. Although PAMAFRO was expected to reach this goal by 2009, preliminary data by 2008 showed a decrease trend of malaria morbidity by 37.2% and reduced mortality of 30% and 14% in Colombia and Peru, respectively; no official data were reported from Venezuela and Ecuador (PAMAFRO, 2009). Simultaneously, RAVREDA was launched in 2001, financially supported by the US Agency for International Development (USAID), coordinated by PAHO and with technical support from Management Science for Health (MSH), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and United States Pharmacopeia (USP). Within this framework, the participating countries have validated and adopted operational activities regarding malaria surveillance and control. Unfortunately, these two major initiatives did not include accurate evaluation strategies or operational research components. RAVREDA has maintained alliances with international and local organizations in these countries to achieve their goals, which included various components of the Regional Strategic Plan for Malaria in the Americas 2006–2010, lined up with national and global strategies and targets.

Currently, several malaria control programs are being initiated in some of the countries participating in CLAIM, sponsored by international funding agencies and the corresponding national
4. Critical areas of concern for improving malaria control

Although malaria elimination appears feasible in LA, improving malaria control in low-endemic malaria areas of the region still represents a great challenge and requires creativity to design realistic and comprehensive plans to move from control to elimination. The increase in funding from external sources has allowed a scale-up of malaria control activities in many countries of the region, and although coverage with preventive measures and access to effective treatments still remain below expected levels, in countries such as Colombia, Peru, Guatemala and Panama there has been a notable decrease in mortality and morbidity (Carter, 2009). However, as low-endemic control is approached, operational challenges multiply, particularly regarding how to quantify the malaria problem and how to proceed with infected asymptomatic individuals. In preparation for elimination, the non-Amazonian LA areas must reinforce the NMCP and concentrate simultaneous efforts on:

- Identifying and eliminating transmission foci through surveillance activities including both passive and active case detection methods in order to eliminate not only clinical cases but also asymptomatic infections, which represent parasite pools for continued transmission.
- Diagnoses should be accompanied by effective antimalarial treatments, which present different challenges for P. vivax (the need for extended primaquine treatment) and P. falciparum (multidrug resistance).
- Being a vector-borne disease, malaria control has to emphasize efforts on understanding vector biology.
- Improving the understanding of P. vivax biology and epidemiology, which despite its great global significance, remains poorly understood (Guerra et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2009). P. vivax is highly prevalent in most malaria endemic countries in LA and presents particular challenges for malaria control and elimination.

4.1. Malaria diagnoses

In the current epidemiological situation where numbers of malaria cases are decreasing in LA, there is a need for improving diagnostic methods, because at low endemicity lower parasite density infections are more common and sometimes asymptomatic likely generating better conditions for continued transmission. Although microscopy and RDTs are sufficiently sensitive to detect malaria parasites in symptomatic patients, both tests have limitations for detecting low parasite density infections (Coleman et al., 2002a, 2002b). Additionally, quality assurance for microscopy is operationally challenging and labor intensive, whereas standardized protocols for quality assurance of RDTs, especially to confirm potentially large numbers of negative results, are not available. Although DNA PCR techniques are promising, they are unlikely to be available for broad-based field work in the near future (Moonen et al., 2010). Whereas prevalence is decreasing in most LA countries, the traditional approach of community surveys may become more difficult and less meaningful. Transition from control to elimination will require more active detection of cases.

Other critical issues include: (1) improving health seeking behavior to optimize the use of public and private health facilities. In endemic areas this may be a challenging goal as poor communities have become familiar with fever syndromes of different causes. Within the spectrum of economical constraints and subsistence difficulties, malaria represents only one more problem. A common attitude in these communities is to wait and see how fever evolves. (2) Decentralization of malaria diagnoses and treatment in remote areas is transferring this important component of the NMCP to private health providers with poor training on diagnoses and a significant proportion of the communities lacking adequate insurance coverage. (3) Even if sufficient capacity for public and private passive case detection was available, active case detection would require enormous efforts and easy-to-follow algorithms to ensure high testing rates (Moonen et al., 2010). (4) None of these factors would be easily approached without strong educational programs for both communities and decision-makers.

4.2. Availability of antimalarials and drug resistance

The problem of malaria multidrug resistance is less of a problem in LA compared to other malaria endemic regions (Bacon et al., 2009). However, there is concern about the pace of multidrug resistance dissemination in LA, even in areas outside the Amazon basin. Most emphasis on malaria treatment is focused on the asexual blood stages responsible for the clinical manifestations of the disease, leaving aside the other parasite stages (Collins and Jeffery, 1996). Although P. falciparum malaria may be treated with about 12 different therapies (Baird, 2010), the only treatment available today for the dormant liver parasite stages of P. vivax infection is primaquine, which represents a serious risk for individuals with glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency (Wells and Poll, 2010). Despite the observed high prevalence of G6PD deficiency (3–15%) in endemic regions of LA (Carmona-Fonseca et al., 2008; Santana et al., 2009), and the extended therapeutic regimes (7–14 days) without any previous screening for G6PD deficiency in most countries, there is a low treatment compliance which generates the risk of drug resistance development and higher probability of relapses. In accordance with WHO recommendations (WHO, 2006), between 2002 and 2006 RAVREDA promoted the introduction of ACT for P. falciparum non-complicated malaria (WHO, 2009).

4.3. Understanding vector biology

The high diversity of Anopheles species in LA demands integrated mosquito taxonomic approaches for determining which of these species are acting as malaria vectors (Sinka et al., 2010). This information will allow the study of vector biology and ecology, particularly biting and resting behavior, distribution, seasonality and natural infectivity, to select appropriate control measures. Also, the response of each malaria vector species to control measures needs to be evaluated so that appropriate IVM strategies can be generated.
implemented in each area, taking into account the local epidemiology and vector ecology. After DDT was replaced by pyrethroids and organophosphates, insecticide resistance surveillance of the malaria vector species has been focused on research rather than practical vector control operations. Behavioral changes of the vectors due to the implementation of LLINs or IRS, such as irritability, exiting or feeding inhibition are largely unknown for LA malaria vector species.

4.4. Improving understanding of P. vivax biology and epidemiology

Although P. vivax is highly prevalent in LA, there is poor understanding of its local and regional epidemiology. Most countries in the area of influence of CLAIM have developed surveillance systems that are not optimally used for decision-making. P. vivax control urgently needs improved diagnostic tests, a robust point-of-care method for screening for G6PD deficiency and better drugs to radically eliminate P. vivax hypnozoites (Baird, 2007; Baird, 2009; Mueller et al., 2009).

5. Challenges and prospects for malaria elimination in the non-Amazonian region in LA

5.1. Global prospects for malaria elimination

Elimination of malaria transmission is a possible goal; since 1945, a total of 79 countries have successfully achieved elimination. Currently, 32 of the 99 malaria endemic countries worldwide are undertaking malaria elimination activities (Feachem et al., 2009).

During the last two years, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) has promoted the goal of eventual global eradication of human malaria (Feachem et al., 2009). As a first step, the BMGF has sponsored the establishment of a Malaria Eradication Research Agenda (malaria), with the overall purpose of developing a multidisciplinary global research and development (R&D) agenda that could be actionable by research and public health agencies and sponsors. A comprehensive R&D agenda is about to be published including subjects such as drugs, vaccines, vector control, modeling, monitoring, evaluation and surveillance, integration strategies and health systems, operational research and diagnostics (Alonso et al., 2011; TDR/WHO/Malaria, 2009).

5.2. Perspectives for pre-elimination in the non-Amazonian malaria endemic areas of Latin America

As previously mentioned, there have been developments in malaria control in non-Amazonian malaria endemic regions of both South and Central America. The progress achieved together with current initiatives, create appropriate conditions to envision pre-elimination at least in geographically defined areas of Peru, Colombia and Ecuador, where PAMAFRO, and RAVREDA programs have made significant impacts by improving malaria control operations. In certain areas, malaria incidence has been reduced by 70% (e.g., Tumaco and Buenaventura in Colombia). The Colombian government is strongly committed to continue reducing malaria transmission in areas already intervened by the PAMAFRO program and INTERMAL has already started working jointly with CLAIM to develop an intensive and comprehensive control and research agenda in Colombia. The results of this combined control and research agenda is planned to be extended to the other countries currently participating in CLAIM (Peru, Panama and Guatemala) as well as in future partner countries such as Ecuador and Honduras. Moreover, with the leadership of Mexico and Spain, Central American countries that most likely have the greatest potential for malaria elimination are about to start an ambitious program for control of vector transmitted diseases. This program that will give priority to malaria and dengue is denominated Mesoamerican Health Initiative 2015 (SM2015) and will have the economical support from multiple funding agencies. CLAIM is joining the SM2015 efforts and will contribute to the research agenda of this regional elimination program. The major activities to be developed in the framework of these control/research partnership activities are:

- Assess the socio-demographic epidemiology of malaria in different sites to establish risk factors as a basis for improving NMCP interventions.
- Describe the incidence and prevalence of symptomatic and asymptomatic malaria and the relationship of the latter with the continued transmission in areas of high to low malaria endemicities.
- Characterize the immune response of individuals and relate this to resistance and mutations of the parasite relative to different treatment regimens.
- Describe existing measures of control of the parasite and the vector in order to measure their impact when compared with other measures implemented by government agencies.
- Address major gaps in understanding in the ecology, behavior, vector potential and control of Anopheles malaria vectors to guide the development and implementation of more effective IVB-based strategies of NMCPs.
- Provide a better understanding of the immunopathogenesis of malaria in LA.
- Prepare conditions for the assessment of both P. vivax and P. falciparum malaria vaccines currently under clinical development.
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